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Abstract 
The notion of "professional communication" as it is known in contemporary academic literature is 
notably ambiguous and multidimensional. This term has gained various interpretations. There are 
plenty of its definitions in Russian and foreign linguistic literature (dozens in Russian and over a 
hundred in foreign). The reason for this may be the diversity of academic insights which is implied by 
multilingual communication issue research. While teaching and learning professional communication, 
the specification of relevant domain scopes should be prioritized. This article deals with marketing 
discourse, which is one of the most important institutional discourse types. Intercultural communication 
skills can be formulated by way of applying certain approaches and principles. While drawing up such 
competences, a profession-specific factor should be borne in mind. This factor is made up of three 
components: a linguistic, a communicative, and a cultural component. All the results described in our 
research are successfully implied in the teaching process in two Russian universities at the courses of 
linguistics for Philology students. The main goal is to describe the techniques of teaching professional 
communication, and challenges the students face while mastering the language of their future 
profession. 
Keywords: Linguistics, marketing, marketing communication, professional communication, intercultural 
communication, marketing discourse. 

1 INTRODUCTION  
This article deals with professional communication skills that are being taught to linguistic and other 
specialty students, where the latter have less foreign language classes, in two universities: Moscow 
State Linguistic University and RUDN University. MSLU historically trains highly skilled professionals 
with linguistic higher education; RUDN University, Faculty of Philology trains specialists in linguistics 
since the day of establishment of the university; foreign language training for other specialties is 
provided in the ‘Translation and Interpreting’ minor program. 

Moscow State Linguistic University was founded in 1930. With its long history, this university has 
become a prominent educational and research center for linguistics and liberal arts. Since 2016, 
education in this university is available in 36 languages, which include popular Western European 
languages, Scandinavian languages and CIS states’ languages. This university has been successfully 
implementing a continuing education concept for many years. Due to a combined and institutionally 
established teaching approach, this university has been acting as a stable organization providing high 
quality liberal arts education. 

RUDN University was founded in 1960. Currently it comprises 6 faculties, 10 institutes and 1 
academy. Foreign languages are being taught in Foreign Language departments of each faculty, 
institute, or academy depending on the given specialty. Faculty of Philology was one of the four 
faculties originally established when RUDN was founded; its Foreign Language department is 
administering graduates with the Linguistics specialty.  

In accordance with the continuing education model, leading liberal arts universities are developing 
additional education programs. These programs allow students to develop skill sets that are necessary 
for professional translation and interpreting between Russian and foreign languages. In the RUDN 
University, foreign language courses are available as a special educational module 
‘Translation/Interpreting’ which is obligatory for Linguistics major students and optional for other 
specialties. 

To acquire such skill sets, the number of academic hours for foreign languages is increased; special 
theoretical and practical courses are added into learning programs which specifically address certain 
skills such as translation and interpreting in specific language pairs. During the bachelor stage, some 
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courses promote future simultaneous translation skills. In general, simultaneous translation courses 
are intended for individuals with completed tertiary education who are prepared for such additional 
education (specifically such courses are available in the RUDN, Faculty of Philology, and MSLU, 
Faculty of Translation and Interpreting.) RUDN University trains students with the following specialties: 
Linguistics, Journalism, Public Relations, Television, Psychology and Philology. 8 foreign languages 
are taught here: English, Arabic, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, French and Japanese. Both in 
terms of social and personal values, sustainable development of professional education starts once 
and continues throughout the person’s life. This approach ensures continuous, consistent professional 
and personal development. Professionals who never give up growing are in high demand in the 
modern society [1]. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
Despite the obvious difference between these universities, similar approaches can be found that are 
commonly used in the modern education process: 

• students are advised to improve their knowledge continuously by attending lectures, seminars, 
various short-term courses and additional classes; 

• apart from obligatory knowledge, students are also advised to complete additional assignments 
during their unsupervised study hours; 

• students have the right to independently choose whether they will learn new material or stick to 
the allowed obligatory knowledge base. As a result, the amount of obligatory knowledge is 
reduced greatly; 

• a motivation system is developed for students, which allows to keep the existing conditions 
while learning a higher amount of knowledge; 

• in order to improve teaching efficiency, various pioneering projects, discussion clubs are being 
developed; alternative learning sites are being created. In MSLU, these are ‘Joyful Science’ 
(Rus. Zanimatelnaya nauka), ‘Author Sessions’ (Rus. Avtor-sessiya), ‘Virtual Exhibitions’ (Rus. 
Virtualnye vystavki), ‘Young Professional’ (Rus. Molodoy professional). In RUDN University, 
these are ‘French/Russian POCIDELKI' (Rus. Franko-russkiye POCIDELKI), student study 
groups: ‘Oriental caleidoscope’ (Rus. Vostochnyi kaleydoskop) and ‘Español a través de la 
cultura’, theme lecture halls: ‘Petra’, ‘Saint-Ex’, etc. 

As an example of professional communication teaching, Linguistics students and other students are 
chosen. For the former, language is their major discipline a priori; the latter have fewer language 
learning academic hours; the essential difference in their basic training becomes intangible while 
working with heterogeneous target audience, and therefore it seems to be logical to introduce the term 
‘professionally oriented communication’ to define this difference. 

In recent professional literature, the term ‘professional communication’ is often understood as ‘the 
interaction of communication act participants, where the participants exchange information and 
perform various actions via verbal and non-verbal instruments’ [2].  In some works, this term is defined 
as ‘social and communicational interaction used to exchange information and actual content according 
to the status, role and personal relations of the communicants in order to influence each other, adjust 
verbal behavior in order to attain non-communicational and communicational results’ [3].  

The intensive research of communication problems in multilingual environments required development 
of various viewpoints and introduction of several definitions that characterize this notion. Many authors 
aptly note that ‘despite the large number of definitions for communication, each of them highlights 
interpersonal interactions and mutual influence between persons in the process of their learning and 
professional activities, as a dominant’ [4]. Therefore, the most important parameter of communication 
is its professional aspect. Also, ‘teaching languages and cultures which are inseparably connected is 
interpreted in modern language education approaches as forming secondary language identities that 
are used for symbol-based communication between agents from various sociolinguistic environments’ 
[5]. 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Institutional discourse in professional communication 
While following the generally accepted opinion that communication is one of most sought-after types 
of human activities and knowledge, it can be called the most valuable form of collective interaction for 
specialists coming from different linguistic and cultural environments, that is, in industry-specific 
knowledge. Such definition of this term allows one to: 

• treat professional communication as a process; 

• distinguish its specific types which correspond to various types of institutional discourse; 
• interpret it in broad and narrow sense as a technical channel which is intended for information 

transfers and for interpersonal communication in professional discourse. 

Here ‘institutional discourse’ means language-based discourse as perceived in its verbal and non-
verbal representations and established by linguistic means which institutionalize it [6]. 

Most modern researchers suggest that institutional discourse interacts with professional 
communication in two axes: specialist – specialist or specialist – non-specialist (depending on the 
industry). 

In the specialist – non-specialist communication type, generally accepted terms are normally used 
which allow transition to various types of institutional discourse. 

3.2 Action plan for teaching professional and professionally oriented 
communication 

It is widely accepted that institutional discourse is based mainly on specific training of one or more 
participants in professional communication. This statement requires a contrast between professional 
and non-professional which does not necessarily reflect the actual situations of professional 
interactions in multicultural environments.  

However, the professional component is not always an indicator of institutional communication in 
multicultural interaction. Also, a non-specialist in one industry can have a high status representative or 
specialist in another industry. 

In both cases: teaching professional communication and teaching professionally oriented 
communication, it is necessary to take the following steps: 

• limit the industry / practical sphere which is tightly connected with a type of institutional 
discourse, with its further specification, such as economic discourse (marketing, banking, 
advertising, finance, etc); political discourse (news, elections, etc); legal discourse (court, 
human rights, etc); 

• build a genre system which corresponds to a type of institutional discourse: for example, 
marketing discourse functions due to a consistent use of negotiations genre, presentation 
genre, advertisement genre [7]; 

• choose a text corpus which represent the genre system for institutional discourse: for example, 
the negotiation genre can be represented by small talk, a conference, a business talk, etc; the 
presentation genre by a prospect, a brochure, a catalogue, a leaflet, etc; the advertisement 
genre by a descriptive advertising text, a primitive advertisement text, with an advertising 
announcement, etc. 

• define the strategies needed to form the necessary skills (obviously, general purpose skills 
should be formed such as searching, professional, sociocultural, discourse-oriented and other 
skills; then specific skills should be formed, such as the searching skill which makes for working 
with digital resources or traditional library catalogues, etc); 

• initiate a practical discourse learning by linguistic means which is tightly connected with 
differentiating between industry-specific and general-purpose lexics; with text genre analysis; 
with authoring new texts which retain basic genre attributes, etc; 
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• evaluate the students’ progress, and assess the level of intercultural communication skill that 
has been already built and which is necessary for professionally oriented communication in the 
institutional sphere. 

Professional communication and professionally oriented communication teaching suggests 
exchanging thoughts, information, ideas in the process of learning and professional activities, and it 
also serves to form professional identities which facilitates the following: 

• interpreting the activity phenomenon as a specific form of human and society existence; 
• recognizing the role of conventionalized communication forms in socially significant activity 

fields; 
• finding adequate forms for exercising communication in professional environments, that is, 

using language for specific purposes and using specific genres. 

3.3 Marketing discourse text selection requirements intended for teaching 
professional communication and professionally oriented communication 

The above can be exemplified by marketing discourse. Marketing discourse as a form of institutional 
discourse targets interactions between various enterprises or between enterprises and consumers 
from the communication standpoint [7]. With regard to learning, this means that it is relevant in terms 
of its prevalence and multifunctionality. In other words, experts in liberal arts are immersed into 
marketing discourse in order to accomplish their communicative and subject-specific activities. 

While selecting marketing discourse texts for teaching professional and professionally oriented 
communication, one can use communication pragmatic criteria since they contain the following 
information: 

• information media: print or digital (traditional and innovative mass media); 
• target audience data (specialists, non-specialists, mass audience); 
• possible text genre diversity taking into account such characteristics as narrative orientation, 

argument orientation, superstructure availability; 

• macro structure variability. 

Thus, the necessity for distinguishing marketing discourse texts that are intended for teaching 
professional and professionally oriented communication is relevant and essential.   

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Genre-centered approach in selection of basic vocabularies for marketing discourse texts or of active 
vocabularies also suggests retaining specific genre properties for the selected language units. For 
instance, while selecting texts to represent marketing discourse, clichéd fixed expressions and word 
combinations have to be preferred while argumentative text selections suggest looking for evaluative 
statements, syntaxis, vocabulary and text logic components used for logical argumentation. 

It is important that the following be present in active vocabulary lists: 

• various parts of speech: nouns, verbs, adverbs, particles; 
• language units of different structure levels: words, idioms and other phraseological units; 

• linguistic borrowings: Latinisms, Neo-Latinisms, English loan words, etc; 
• stylistically connotative units; 

• units that carry culturally relevant information which require additional comment and 
unsupervised search in various information sources or search systems. 

The indicated linguistic units act in the expression plane for complex format knowledge; they are used 
primarily in professional and professionally oriented genres of marketing discourse, including: 

• legal binding documents, regulatory documents and standard regulations as written in policy 
documents; 

• for the presentation genre: leaflets, catalogues, pamphlets; 
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• for the advertising genre: announcements, descriptive texts, comments used to generate public 
opinion, etc; 

• for digital genres: web sites, forums, etc., which popularize complex format knowledge already 
formalized in the above mentioned genres. 

These principles of teaching professional and professionally oriented communication facilitate creating 
a stable general humanitarian knowledge base: the learner acquires a professional command of 
foreign language while used it in multicultural communication situations; the learner’s outlook 
connected with innovative technologies being developed and implemented in the foreign language 
country is being broadened; the learners intensively practice their foreign language skills in 
professional and professionally oriented environments. 
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